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Abstract
To make the WWW machine-understandable there is a
strong demand both for languages describing metadata and
for languages querying metadata. The Resource Description Framework (RDF), a language proposed by W3C, can
be used for describing metadata about (Web) resources.
RDF Schema (RDFS) extends RDF by providing means
for creating application specific vocabularies (ontologies).
While the two above languages are widely acknowledged
as a standard means for describing Web metadata, a standardized language for querying RDF metadata is still an
open issue. Research groups coming from both industry and
academia are presently involved in proposing several RDF
query languages. Due to the lack of an RDF algebra such
query languages use APIs to describe their semantics and
optimization issues are mostly neglected. This paper proposes RAL, an RDF algebra suitable for defining (and comparing) the semantics of different RDF query languages and
(at a future stage) for performing algebraic optimizations.
After the definition of the data model we present the operators by means of which the model can be manipulated.
The operators come in three flavors: extraction operators
retrieve the needed resources from the input RDF model,
loop operators support repetition, and construction operators build the resulting RDF model.

1. Introduction
The next-generation Web, called the Semantic Web
(SW), aims at making its content not only machine-readable
but also machine-understandable [5]. The final goal of the
SW is to make machines fully exploit the Web knowledge
in an uncentralized manner. The W3C standard called Resource Description Framework (RDF) [8, 24] is intended to
serve as a metadata language for the Web and together with
its extensions lays a foundation for the SW. It has a graph
notation, which can be serialized in a triple notation (sub-

ject, predicate, object) or in an XML syntax.
Compared to XML, which is document-oriented, RDF
takes into consideration a knowledge-oriented approach designed specifically for the Web. One of the advantages of
RDF over XML is that an RDF graph depicts in a unique
form the information to be conveyed while there are several XML documents to represent the same semantic graph.
RDF’s strength is based on its ability to define statements
that assign values to resource properties.
While object-oriented systems are object-centered (properties are defined in a class context), RDF is propertycentric, which makes it easy for anyone to “say anything
about anything” [4], an architecture principle of the SW. In
RDF, concepts from E-R modeling are being reused for web
ontology modeling, a common understanding of topics that
allows application interoperability [12].
RDF Schema (RDFS) [24] can be used to define application specific vocabularies. These vocabularies define
taxonomies of resources and properties used by specific
RDF descriptions. RDFS is designed as a flexible language to support distributed description models. Unlike
XML DTD/Schema, RDFS does not impose a strict typing
on descriptions (e.g. one can use new properties that were
not present in the schema, a resource can be an instance of
more than one class etc.). The set of primitive data types
in RDF is left on purpose poorly defined as it is envisaged
that RDFS will reuse the work done for data typing in XML
Schema [6]. We do hope that future versions of RDFS will
bring clarification regarding this subject and will eliminate
several other shortcomings of the present specification (e.g.
missing set collection, difficult literals handling etc.).
In the XML world there is already a winner in the
quest for the most appropriate XML query language, i.e.
XQuery [7]. As the SW initiative started not too long ago,
its supporting technologies are still in their infancy. Research groups coming from both industry and academia
are presently involved in proposing several RDF query languages. Due to the lack of an RDF algebra such query languages use APIs to describe their semantics and the opti-

mization issues are mostly neglected. This paper proposes
RAL, an RDF algebra suitable for defining (and comparing) the semantics of different RDF query languages and
(at a future stage) for performing algebraic optimizations.

2. Related Work
At present there already exist a few RDF query languages but to our knowledge there is no full-fledged RDF
algebra. The only algebraic description of RDF that we encountered so far is the RDF data model specification [28]
done by Sergey Melnik (Stanford). It is based on triples and
provides a formal definition of resources, literals, and statements. Despite being nicely defined, the specification does
not include URIs, neglects the RDF graph structure, and
does not provide operations for manipulating RDF models.
Another formal approach, which aims not only at formalizing the RDF data model but also at associating a formal semantics to it, is the RDF Model Theory (RMT) [18]. It does
not however, qualify as an algebraic approach but rather, as
the name suggests, a model theoretic one. As RMT is currently being considered a main reference when it comes to
RDF semantics, we tried to make our algebra (especially the
data model part) compatible with RMT.
As implementation of RDF toolkits started before having
an RDF query language, there are a lot of RDF APIs present
today. Three main approaches for querying RDF (meta)data
have been proposed.
The first approach (supported in the W3C working group
by Stanford) is to view RDF data as a knowledge base of
triples. Triple [33], the successor of SiLRI (Simple Logicbased RDF Interpreter) [11], maps RDF metadata to a Horn
Logic (replacing Frame Logic) knowledge base. A similar
approach is taken in Metalog [26], which matches triples to
Datalog predicates (a subset of Horn logic). In this way one
can query RDF descriptions at a high level of abstraction,
i.e. at a logical layer that supports inference [17].
The second approach proposed by IBM builds upon the
XML serialization of RDF. In the “RDF for XML” project
(recently removed), an RDF API is proposed on top of the
IBM AlphaWork’s XML 4 Java parser. In the frame of the
same project a declarative query language for RDF (RDF
Query) [25] was created for which both input and output
are resource containers. One of the nice features of this
query language is that it proposes operators similar to the
relational algebra, leaving the possibility to reuse some of
the 25 years experience with relational databases. Unfortunately it fails to include the inference rules specific to RDF
Schema, loosing description semantics.
Stefan Kokkelink goes even further with the second approach proposing RDF query and transformation languages
that extend existing XML technologies. With this respect
he defines RDFPath [22], similarly to XPath, for locating

information in an RDF graph. The location step and the filter constructs were present also in XPath, but the primary
selection construct is new. With the RDF graph being a
forest, one needs to specify from which trees the selection
will be made. RDFT is an RDF declarative transformation
language a la XSLT [21], while RQuery, an RDF query language, is obtained by replacing XPath [3] with RDFPath in
XQuery [7]. However this approach is not using the features
specific for RDF, as the RDF Schema is being completely
neglected.
The third approach (coming from ICS-FORTH in
Greece) uses the RDF Graph Model for defining the RDF
query language RQL [20]. It extends previous work on
semistructured query languages (e.g. path expressions, filtering capabilities etc.) [14] with RDF peculiarities. Its
strength lies in the ability to uniformly query both RDF
descriptions and schemas. Compared to the previous approach it exploits the inference given in the RDF Schema
(e.g. multiple classification of resources, taxonomies of
classes/properties etc.) being the most advanced RDF query
language proposed so far.
Other query languages have been proposed during the
last years: Algae [31] (W3C) and rdfDB query language
[16] (Netscape) as graph matching query languages. RDF
query languages similar to rdfDB are: RDFQL [19], David
Allsop’s RDF query language [1], SquishQL [30], and
RDQL [32] (HP Labs) an implementation of SquishQL on
top of the Jena RDF API [27] of Brian McBride (HP Labs).
Some other proposed RDF APIs are: Wilbur [23] (Nokia),
the RDF API of Sergey Melnik [29] (Stanford), and Redland [2]. DQL, the query language for DAML+OIL Web
ontology language [9] (built on top of RDF), is currently
under development.
All the proposed approaches disregard the reconstruction of the output: they leave the output as a “flat” RDF
container of input resources. An RDF algebra needs to take
into account also the construction part, as the resulting RDF
graph can contain new vertices and edges not present in the
original RDF graph. This construction part is not only necessary to express RDF queries, but also for their optimization. Query optimization can be achieved not only in the
extraction part but also in the construction part when the
actual output is going to be produced.

3. Data Model
An RDF model is similar to a directed labeled graph
(DLG). However, it differs from a classical DLG definition
since it allows for multiple edges between two nodes. It
also differs from a multigraph because the different edges
between two nodes are not allowed to share the same label.
The graph is not necessarily connected and it can contain
cycles.

The graph nodes represent resources or literals (strings).
Resources can be further classified as URI references or
blank nodes. Each blank node (also called an anonymous
resource) is unique in the graph despite the fact that it has
no label associated to it. Non-blank nodes are labeled with
resource identifiers or string values. The graph edges represent properties and are labeled by property names. Edges
between different pairs of nodes may share the same label and the same property can be applied repetitively on a
certain resource. This RDF feature enables multiple classification of resources, multiple inheritance for classes, and
multiple domains/ranges for properties. Both resources and
properties are first class citizens in the proposed RDF data
model.
We identify the following sets:
(set of resources),
(set of URI references), (set of blank nodes), (set of literals), and (set of properties). At RDF level the following
holds for the above sets:
,
,
,
, and , , and are pair-wise
disjoint.
The property
defines the type of a particular
resource instance. At RDF level any resource can be the
target of
. RDF supports multiple classification of
resources because
, (as any other property) can be
repeated on a particular resource.
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Definition 1. An RDF model ( is a finite set of triples
(statements)
()"*,+- +!./0132
Definition 2. The set of properties of an RDF model ( is
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Formally the data model (graph model) corresponding to
an RDF model
is
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using the following construction mechanism: for each
add nodes
(different only if
) with
,
, and add
as a directed edge between
and
with
. In
case that and/or
then
and/or
are not
defined. The function
is an injective partial function,
while
is a (possibly non-injective) total function.
We use quotes for strings that represent literal
nodes to make a syntactical distinction between them
and URI nodes. A URI can be expressed by qualified names (e.g.
) or in absolute form (e.g.
). Blank nodes
do not have a proper identifier which implies that they can
be queried only through a property pointing to them. Compared to XML, which defines an order between subelements, in RDF the properties of a resource are unordered
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unless they represent items in a sequence container. Not
having the burden of preserving element order eases the definition of algebra operators and their laws.
Each node has three basic properties as described in Table 1. The
of a node represents the label associated to
it. The nodes from the subset of resources that represent the
blank nodes do not have an associated to them. There are
two
s of nodes:
and
. The
gives the unique internal identifier of each node in
the graph.
has the same value as the
for the
nodes that have a label, but in addition it gives a unique
identifier to the blank nodes. The internal identifier
is not available for external use, i.e. it is not disclosed for
querying.
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Table 1. Basic properties for nodes
Basic property Result
Result
for resources for literals
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Each edge has three basic properties as described in Table 2. Compared with nodes, which have unique identifiers,
edges have a
(label), which may be not unique. There
can be several edges sharing the same
but connecting
different pairs of vertices. The
of an edge is (lexically) identified with the
of the resource corresponding
to that property. The
of an edge gives the resource
node from which the edge is starting and
returns the
resource or literal node (i.e. the value of the property) where
the edge ends.
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Table 2. Basic properties for edges
Basic property Result
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Definition 3. Two non-blank nodes are considered to be
equal if they have the same . Two blank nodes are considered to be equal if they have the same (RDF) properties
and the corresponding (RDF) property values are equal.
All equal non-blank nodes are internally mapped into
one node in the graph.

Z=G

Definition 4. Two graphs are considered to be equal if they
differ only by re-naming the
of their blank nodes.

Note that two graphs that have all their nodes equal (node
equality) may be not equal (graph inequality) if some corresponding non-blank nodes have different properties and/or
different property values.
RDF Schema (RDFS) provides a richer modeling language on top of RDF. RDFS adds new modeling primitives
by introducing RDF resources with an additional semantics.
If one chooses to discard this special semantics, RDFS models can be viewed as (plain) RDF models. Figure 1 depicts
graphically the RDF/RDFS primitives.
rdfs:Resource

rdf:Property

rdfs:Literal

rdfs:Class

rdfs:subClassOf

rdf:type

rdfs:subPropertyOf

rdfs:domain
rdfs:range

rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:type

Figure 1. RDF/RDFS primitives
RDFS supports taxonomies of resources/properties using the inheritance mechanism at both class level (us) and property level
ing the property
(using the property
). It also defines constraints (e.g. names to be used for properties, domain and range for properties etc.) that need to be fulfilled by RDF descriptions (later on called instances) in order to validate them according to the associated schema.
RDFS provides a type system built on the following
,
,
,
primitives:
,
,
,
, and
The distinction between
and
namespaces to be used for different resources is
more due to historical reasons (RDF was developed before
RDFS) than due to semantical ones.
Every resource that has the
equal to
, represents a type (or class) in the RDF(S)
type system. Types can be classified as primitive types:
,
,
,
or user-defined types (resources defined explicitly by a
particular RDF model to have the
equal to
). The type of the resource
is defined reflexively to be
.
contains all
the types, which is not the same thing as saying that it includes all the values (instances) represented by these types.
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We extend the data model with the set C (set of
classes). At RDFS level the following holds:
,
,
,
, and
.
Definition 5. The set of classes of an RDF model M is

h65{V89./{<7r %G<Fs:= N;o::23-(,I
The most general types are s:V :e}{b and
rs:=~qrnoN which represent all resources and literals respectively. According to the data model these types are disjunctive. Subclasses of rs:= :}{b are s:VDN;o:: and
rs:=% , s:=DN/o:: representing all types (already
stated above) and rs:=% containing all properties.

The distinction between properties and resources is not a
clear cut one as properties are resources with some additional (edge) semantics associated to them. A property can
be used repetitively between nodes (somehow similar to repeating a particular type in the definition of its instances)
function (defined
which justifies the existence of an
later on) for properties (as well as for classes). Moreover
property instances can have the
defined in the same way as one can use the
for classes.
From all RDFS properties the most important ones are:
,
,
,
and
(all being instances of
).
and
are used to
define inheritance relationships between classes and properties respectively. According to the RDF Test Cases [15]
and
can produce
cycles, a useful mechanism if we think about class or property equivalence. A resource of type
may
define the
and the
associated to
that property (i.e. the type of the subject/object nodes of the
property edge in an RDF instance). Inspired by ontology
and
languages, like OWL [10],
can be multiply defined for one particular property and will
have conjunctive semantics.
There is one particular class called
that
represents all strings. Note that the RDF Model Theory
[18] provides a more complex definition of the literal as a
triplet (bit, character string, language tag), where the bit is
used to flag if the character string represents an XML fragment or not. In the data model we simplify the literal definition considering just the character string from the above
triple. Note that literals are not resources, i.e. one cannot
associate properties to them. On the other hand there are reand thus can have propsources that have type
erties attached to them. Nevertheless one cannot say which
literal this resource denotes. RDF defines also container
classes:
,
, and
to model ordered
sequences, sets with duplicates, and value alternatives. The
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properties
,
,
etc. refer to the
container members.
Each node representing a class has three schema properties as shown in Table 3. Schema properties associated
to nodes are short notations (like a macro) for expressions
doing the same computation based only on basic properties. The
of a class node is
. The set of superclasses (classes from which the current class node is inher. RDFS allows
iting properties) is given by
multiple inheritance for classes because
(as any other property) can be repeated on a particular class.
The
of a class node is the set of all instances of this
class.
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Table 3. Schema properties for class nodes
Schema property Result
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Table 4. Schema properties for property
nodes
Schema property Result
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One should note that we assume in the data model that
there can be several edges having the same
but linking different pairs of resources. All these properties can
be seen as “instances” (abusing the “instance” term, previously referring to resource instances of a particular class) of
the property node with the equal to their common name.
In the absence of a schema, all RDF properties are of
type
with domain equal to and range equal
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Each node representing a property has five schema properties as shown in Table 4. The
of a property node is
. The set of superproperties (properties which the
current one is specializing) is given by
.
Note that the domain or range of a superproperty should
be superclasses for the domain or range, respectively, of
the current property. The
and
return sets
of classes that represent the domain and the range, respectively, of the property node. The
of a node is the
set of resource pairs linked by the current property (which
is a subset of the Cartesian product between the associated
domain and range extents).
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to
. In this way one can define the
of an RDF
property even if the property is not explicitly defined in a
schema. In a schemaless RDF graph all resources are assumed to be of type
.
The RDF Model Theory [18] defines the RDF-closure
and RDFS-closure of a certain model
by adding new
triples to the model
according to some given inference rules. We call the original model
the extensional data and the newly generated triples we call intensional data. There are two inference rules for RDF-closure
and nine inference rules for RDFS-closure. The inference
rules for RDF-closure are adding the
(pointing
) for all properties in the model. Examto
ples of inference rules for RDFS-closure are: transitivity of
, transitivity of
,
inference based on a
edge followed by
an
edge etc. One should note that the
output of these inference rules may trigger other rules. Nevertheless the rules will terminate for any RDF input model
, as there is only a finite number of triples that can be
formed with the vocabulary of .

(

(

Definition 6. An RDF model
is complete if it contains
both its RDF-closure and RDFS-closure.

s:=:YNt:e s:= qn:eqrZG
s:=N/oUN

In the proposed data model we neglect reification and
built-in properties like
,
,
, and
without loosing generality.

rs:={bz1z1Zs

4. RAL
The purpose of defining RAL is twofold: to support the
formal specification of an RDF query language and to enable algebraic manipulations for query optimization. RAL
is an algebra for RDF defined from a database perspective,
some of its operators being inspired by their relational algebra counterparts. We used a similar approach in developing
XAL [13], an algebra for XML query optimization.
During the presentation of RAL operators we will use
the RDF data from the example in Figure 2 as input. It is
assumed that all operators know about the complete RDF
model as it was defined in Section 3. That means that they
all have the complete knowledge (extensional and intensional data) present in the given model. Variants of the proposed operators can be defined using the suffix “ ” which
will make the operators neglect the intensional data, i.e. data
derived by applying RDF(S) inference rules to the input
model is neglected (similar to the RQL ‘strict interpretation’). In order to simplify Figure 2 we chose to present
only the extensional data and just one intensional data element given by the inferred edge
between
and
.
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Literal
tname

Technique

Literal

exemplifies

z o

Literal

name
exemplified_by

year
created_by

Artifact

cname

Creator

creates

Literal

painted_by

Painting

Painter

paints

image

instance
tname

http://example.com/sb.jpg

exemplified_by paints

image

"Stone Bridge"

year

"Rembrandt"

paints

r3

r2

name

name

cname

r4

r1
exemplified_by

rs:= :}{b 
s:V ~qrnoN

rs:=DN/o::

Image
schema

"Chiaroscuro"



the
operator, to compute the result. In the operator’s
general form, is optional. One should note that an n-ary
operator can be reduced to a unary one by having as input a
sequence type.
RAL operators are defined to work on any RDF descriptions, with or without an explicit schema. Note
that implicitly there is always a default schema based
on the RDFS primitives
,
,
, and
. These RDFS primitives can
be used to retrieve a particular schema in case that such information is not known in advance. Once the application
schema is known, one can formulate queries to return instances from the input RDF model.

name

"1638" "Self Portrait"

image

http://example.com/sp.jpg

year
"1628"

4.1. Extraction Operators
The extraction operators retrieve the resources/literals of
interest from the input collection of nodes. If the operator is
not defined on nodes that represent literals, these nodes are
simply neglected.
In the examples that illustrate the operators we will use
expressions representing resources from the example RDF
model of Figure 2. The expression represents the collection (set) of all resources present in model .

rdf:Property
rdfs:subClassOf
rdfs:subPropertyOf
rdf:type

z

inferred rdf:type

Figure 2. Example schema and instance

{

¦

Projection

Figure 2 is an excerpt from the RDF schema and RDF
instance of some Web data describing different painting techniques. For reasons of simplicity we consider
only one painting technique (
), one painter
(
), and two paintings of the same painter
(
and
). The schema
does not present the RDFS primitives
,
,
, and
from which
all the resources and literals are derived.
We define RDF collections to be sets of nodes (resources/literals). All RAL operators are closed for collections, which implies that RAL expressions can be easily
composed. The operators come in three flavors: extraction
operators retrieve the needed resources from the input RDF
model, loop operators support repetition, and construction
operators build the resulting RDF model.
The general form of the operators is

O  w qo=?:{U}
OzAoGZVn
nZq?u ONtvpoGqrn
s:= :}%{b
 % rs:=DN/o:: rs:= ~qrnoGN
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¡  ZoGz e ¢r.;VyV%::eqZ>2
The input of the projection is a collection of nodes (specified by the expression  ) and the projection operator computes the values (objects) of the properties with a name
given by the regular expression  ZoGz  over strings. The
¦ all names is denoted by | .
string that matches
Example 1. ¡9.;c8 v2noGqrZsb¡ :g¢/|¢r./2 returns the collection of
resources in our RDF graph painted by  (Rembrandt) (i.e.
? and  ). ¦
Example 2. ¡  %e¢r./G2 returns the resource(s) representing the type of  (i.e. poGqrZsn ).
Note that in these examples we talk about resources,
where actually the output of the operators are collections
of resources.
Selection

Informally, this means the following. For each binding of to an element in the input collection, given by
,
is computed. is a function that allows
to refer to basic/derived properties or to one of the proposed
operators. Based on the semantics of operator a partial
result for the application of to
is computed. The operator result is obtained by combining (set union) all partial
results. All unary operators use this implicit mechanism,
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¡ {gZVqrqZv¢r.;Vy=::eqZ>2
The {bZ=qtqZ is a Boolean function that uses as
constants URIs and/or strings. The operators allowed in
the {gZVqrqZ are RAL operators, the usual comparison
operators ( l<g¨©l<eª©l<gªp<e¨p<gªp¨ ), and logical operators
( oGZ%<7<7Z ). The input of the selection is a collection of
nodes and the operator selects only the nodes that fulfill the
{bZ=qtqZ .

§¦
w
Example 3. ¡ ¡ ZoGz g¢A«O qoG?:{U}¢./{g2 is a selection operation applied to the collection { of all resources from Figure 2. The expression returns the resource(s)
representing the painting technique with the name
O w qroG?:{U} (i.e.  ). § ¦
Example 4. The expression ¡ ¡ r %e¢3¬o=n¢./{g2
returns resources with the value of   being oGn
(i.e.  , a resource of type po=qrZsn with poGqrZsne being a
§ ¦
subclass of o=n ).
Example 5. The expression V¡ ¡  g¢sko=n¢./{g2

(different from the selection in the previous example, as
it asks for the use of only the extensional data) returns
the empty collection, as the inferred
of
(i.e.
) from Figure 2 will not be available to the operator.
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Cartesian Product

.ay-=ey=::gqZ>2C+!.aVyV%::eqZ>2

The Cartesian product takes as input two collections of
nodes on which it performs the set-theoretical Cartesian
product. Each pair of nodes builds an anonymous resource
that has all the properties of the original resources. Thus,
such a resource will have all the types of the original two
resources (RDF multiple classification of resources). The
final output is the collection of all the anonymous resources.
Note how for binary operators we also use an infix notation.

§¦
w
§
¦
Example 6. The expression ¡ ¡ %e¢kY{ Zsqr}ve¢
./{g2j+ ¡ ¡ rg¢E po=qrZsn¢r.;{g2 returns an anonymous
resource having all the properties of  and  . As a consew
quence this anonymous resource has both types Y{ Zsqr}v
and po=qrZsn .
Join

.ay VyV::eqrZ>2-®;¯°¡ {bZVqrqZv¢.aVyV::eqrZ>2
The join expression is defined to be a Cartesian product
§ so equivalent to
followed by a selection,
¡ {bZ=qrqrZv¢.ay +H2
The expression has as input two collections of resources
that have their elements paired only if they fulfill the
(relating the left and right operands). Anonymous resources are built for each such pair. The output is
the collection of all the anonymous resources.

{bZVqrqZ

§¦
¦
w
¦
§
¦
Example 7. .ay- ¡ ¡  e¢skY{ Zsq}ve¢r.;{g2F2®t¯c¡ ¡  y%zlNaqnq G¢r./y2p ¡ oGqtZsF:g¢.aH2r¢.a! ¡ ¡ %e¢~
po=qrZsn¢r.;{g2F2 returns an anonymous resource having all the
properties of  and  . In case that there would have
w
been painters who didn’t use the O qo=?:{U} tech-

nique, these painters would not be paired with this technique in the resulting anonymous resources.

Union

.ay VyV::eqrZ>2s±./VyV%::eqZ>2

The union operator combines two input collections of
nodes reflecting the set-theoretical union.
Difference

.ay VyV::eqrZ>2²0./VyV%::eqZ>2

The difference operator returns the nodes present in the
first input collection but not in the second input collection.
Intersection

.ay VyV::eqrZ>2s³±./VyV%::eqZ>2

The intersection operator returns the nodes present in
both input collections.

4.2. Loop Operators
Loop operators are used to control the repetitive application of a certain function or operator. They express repetition at input or function/operator level.
Map

z1oE¡ %¢./=ey=::gqZ>2

The map operator is defined as

C.;./?£g2U<O.;¤e2U<em9m´m./¥H2F2
if the collection  contains the elements ?£<O¤V<gm´m9m ¥ . So, the
map operator expresses repetition at input level. The results
of applying the function/operator  to each element in the
input collection are combined (set union) to obtain the final
result. All unary construction operators have an implicit
map operator associated with them.

z oE¡ qrV¢./{g2

Example 8.
computes the labels of all the nonblank nodes in the (input) model, i.e. of all resources having
an property.

qr

µ

Kleene Star

¡ %¢./VyV::eqrZ>2

The Kleene star operator is defined as

C.;2>-m´m9m.;.Fm9m´m¶.;.;.;2F2F272F2E m´m´m

So, the Kleene star operator expresses repetition at function/operator level. It repeats the application of the function/operator on the given input possibly infinite number



of times. For each iteration the result is obtained by combining (set union) the output of the function/operator application on the input with the input. If after an iteration the
result is the same as the input, a fixed point is reached and
the repetition stops. In order to ensure termination, a variant
of this operator that specifies the number of iterations is
defined below:

Z

µ

¡ <FZv¢./VyV::eqrZ>2
Note that the map operator does not include the input in
the result, while the Kleene
µ ¦ star operator does.
Example 9. z oE¡ q?¢. ¡ ¡ rs:=D:e}vgN/o::p%¢´¢./poGqrZsqtZvuH2F2
gives the q of all ancestor classes in the type hierarchy
starting with poGqrZsqtZvu . For our example the result will
contain three resources representing the types Yqnvo{U ,
po=qrZsqrZvu , and s:= :}%{b . If there were loops made
by the s:=D:e}vbN;o::p property in the input model, the
above example would still terminate. The fact that the input
model has a finite number of classes implies that at a certain
moment a fixed point is reached (we obtain the same output
collection as for the previous iteration) and thus the Kleene
star operator terminates.

Z=¡ poGqtZsn<F¢r.t2
Z=¡ ~qrnoGNF<Vo=oG·oVuq¢.;2
OoGoG·Go=uqr

Example 10.
creates a blank node of
type Painter, while
creates
a Literal node representing the string
.

Create Edge

Vu¡ ZoGz1G<O:e}snG{Ur¢r.;?nG{U=yV%::eqZ>2
The create edge operator adds new edges (properties) to
the graph. The name (label) of the edges, as specified by
, is the id of a resource of type
(property reand the
must have types comsource). The
plying with the domain and the range of the associated (by
name) property resource. The
is a node (or singleton collection) in the graph and the
is a collection of
nodes. The edges are between the
node and each of
the nodes in the
collection. The create edge operator
returns the subject node (a collection containing one node).

ZoGz1

:e}vF={U

?F={U
Z
Z

%
?nG{b
:e}vF={U
?nG{b
:e}snG{U

>Z 
?u¡ ZoGz G<FZb¢.aZ>=2
Z Z>

Z>

and
are the two nodes constructed
Example 11. If
in Example 10,
denoting the blank node and
denoting the literal node,
creates an edge
labeled
between the nodes
and .

ZoGz1

4.3. Construction Operators

5. Conclusions
Querying an RDF model implies not only extracting interesting resources/literals from the input but also building
new resources/literals and associating new properties between resources/properties.
Before inserting new nodes/edges, the RDF constraints
are checked. If these constraints are not met, the operation
aborts. Examples of RDF constraints are: the uniqueness
of resource identifiers, the value of
cannot be a
literal, literals cannot have properties etc.

 

Create Node

Z=¡ %G<FqV¢r.t2

The create node operator adds a new node to the graph.
The input collection is not used in the operator semantics.
The type of the node, specified by
, is a resource of
type
. The is a resource identifier if the node represents a resource, or a string if the node represents a literal.
As a side effect, an edge representing the
property is
added between the created resource and its associated type
resource. All resources and literals need to define their type
(even if it is one of the RDFS primitives
or
). If the operand is empty a blank node
is constructed. For these blank nodes the system assigns
unique
s. The create node operator returns the created node (a collection containing one node).

N/o::

s:=~qrnoN
ZGG



q

%

q

s:=:}{g

RAL is an RDF algebra defined to support the formal
specification of an RDF query language. It presents a set of
operations to be used in both the extraction and construction
parts of a formally defined RDF query language. It is one
of the first RDF algebras developed from a database perspective. Compared with existing RDF query languages,
the construction phase is not neglected and is part of the
language specification.
As future work we will analyze the expressive power of
RAL with respect to existing RDF query languages and its
completeness. Comparing the expressive power of RAL to
that of other algebras, like relational algebra or object algebra, gives some insight into the real strength of the language, but the true test is the comparison with existing languages (implementations) for RDF: RQL is the prime candidate.
We would like also to investigate optimization laws that
will enable algebraic manipulations for query optimization.
The lack of order (between resources) in RDF models and
RAL collections, as well as the simplicity and composability of RAL operators (similar to the relational algebra ones)
seem to foster the definition of RAL optimization laws. A
translator from a popular RDF query language (e.g. RQL)
to RAL and a RAL engine will enable us to experiment with
different aspects of RDF query optimization.
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